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Figure 1: Sunspot plots were inspired by the natural phenomenon of the same name visible on the sun’s surface. These spots are colder and
therefore darker, which is why they visually stand out from their bright surroundings. Between 1825-1867, the German astronomer Samuel
Heinrich Schwabe documented the position of approximately 135,000 sunspots. When visualizing such dense data sets as scatter plots (a), it
is often hard to estimate the density distribution of points due to overplotting. Density-based visualizations (b) are able to convey trends and
clusters, but fail to effectively depict individual data samples. Our technique (c) is able to visualize density variations without abolishing the
discrete nature of scatter plots. In addition, illumination can further emphasize local density changes, as shown in (d).
Abstract
Scatter plots are a powerful and well-established technique for visualizing the relationships between two variables as a collection of discrete points. However, especially when dealing with large and dense data, scatter plots often exhibit problems such as
overplotting, making the data interpretation arduous. Density plots are able to overcome these limitations in highly populated
regions, but fail to provide accurate information of individual data points. This is particularly problematic in sparse regions
where the density estimate may not provide a good representation of the underlying data. In this paper, we present sunspot plots,
a visualization technique that communicates dense data as a continuous data distribution, while preserving the discrete nature
of data samples in sparsely populated areas. We furthermore demonstrate the advantages of our approach on typical failure
cases of scatter plots within synthetic and real-world data sets and validate its effectiveness in a user study.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization techniques; Information visualization; Empirical studies in visualization;

1. Introduction
Scatter plots are a popular means of representation within various
research fields. According to Friendly and Denis [FD05], it can be
assumed that scatter plots represent 70-80% of the graphs used in
© 2020 The Author(s)
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scientific publications. Traditionally, scatter plots encode each data
element with a marker placed on two ordered orthogonal dimensions. Simple yet versatile, scatter plots are able to effectively depict global and local regression patterns, clusters, and outliers in
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the data. However, due to overplotting, scatter plots become less
effective when dealing with an increasing number of samples. As
a result, global and local data variations become increasingly hard
to detect. Approaches like opacity regulation, reduction of marker
size, or subsampling can increase the readability to some degree.
Nevertheless, these approaches still fail when the number of data
samples approaches the number of available pixels. Frequencybased visualization techniques such as density estimations offer solutions for such cases. These approaches interpret the data as samples of a continuous phenomenon that can be approximated by a
model, e.g., a probability density function. A popular approach to
approximate the probability density function is kernel density estimation (KDE). However, visualizations based on density functions
are not well suited to depict local variations or singular points. Especially in low density regions, discrete encoding can depict singular data points better than density-based approaches.
In this paper we introduce sunspot plots, a novel visualization
for bivariate scattered data. Sunspot plots are named after the astronomical phenomenon that they bear resemblance with, similar
to the visualization of Schwabe’s sunspot observations [ALG∗ 13],
shown in Figure 1. Our approach aims to alleviate the respective
drawbacks of discrete and continuous representations. Instead of
dismissing the discrete encoding of data points, we combine advantages of discrete and continuous data metaphors in one unifying visualization model. We interpret the probability density function as
a surface over a two-dimensional field. Depending on the density
of the underlying data, we create a blend between the continuous
surface representation and the discrete point representation. Based
on a GPU on-the-fly KDE, we are able to interactively display even
large data sets with several thousands of data elements. Finally, using illumination sunspot plots can exploit the human mental model
of surfaces to effectively convey the absolute density as well as local and global variations of the data. The contributions in this paper
can be summarized as follows:
• A novel kernel density-based visualization technique that unifies
discrete and continuous representation of large bivariate data
• A user study with several hundred participants in which we compared five different visualization techniques based on two representative tasks during the analysis of bivariate data
2. Related Work
Sarikaya and Gleicher [SG18] introduced four scatter plot design
classifications depending on task and data characteristics: point encoding, point grouping, point position, and graph amenities. For
reasons of clarity, the following section is divided into the first three
categories, omitting graph amenities.
Point Encoding: Point encoding represents design decisions that
affect the appearance of individual markers of data points. For example, color, size, opacity, blurriness, outline, or the selected symbol [SG18]. Li et al. [LvM10] provide studies concerning lightness,
size, radii [LMv10], and contrast [LvM09] of different scatter plot
symbols in relation to human visual perception. As part of our user
study, we investigated, i.a., the effects of density-dependent color
coding of individual points compared to conventional scatter plots
and continuous heatmaps.

An example of point encoding are bubble plots [Pla05]. They
display circles instead of points, whose diameter and color encode
additional data-dependent properties. Unfortunately, scaling of circle radii simultaneously increases the chance of occluding neighboring circles. An ad-hoc approach to overcome overplotting is to
uniformly downscale all radii in case of occlusions. Woodruff et
al. [WLS98] extended this idea to a density-based approach that adjusts the size of each symbol depending on the density of its neighborhood. Mayorga and Gleicher [MG13] point out that when the
data size exceeds the screen resolution, overplotting can no longer
be avoided through scaling. This restriction intensifies further if the
screen space is narrowed down, for example, by using scatter plot
matrices [Har75] to simultaneously compare multiple scatter plots.
Apart from size, other visual properties such as color or brightness can be used to augment scatter plots. However, according to
Trumbo [Tru81], color blending is limited by the nonlinear color
perception of the human visual system which may vary even among
people who are not considered as color blind. This may handicap the interpretation of quantitative data. An alternative would be
transparency [Wil05, WB04, MAF15]. Alpha blending, for example, represents an implicit density encoding since points are rendered semi-transparently instead of completely opaque [The06].
Figures 2a and b show a comparison between a scatter plot with
completely opaque points and one using alpha blending. Nevertheless, blending is limited to a few layers and it soon becomes difficult
to distinguish between varying densities. This inspired us to include
a mental model of the density distribution as surface representation
in our visualization, in contrast to pure point blending.
Point Grouping: Point grouping is a design concept that aggregates multiple objects and therefore abstracts data into combined
local regions. A typical example is binning [HDS∗ 10], which reduces the number of elements to prevent overplotting. On the one
hand, it supports the identification of correlations and data characteristics, but on the other hand, it hinders the location and selection
of individual data points. Finding an adequate bin size can be seen
as an analogue problem to finding suitable KDE kernel parameters.
HexBin scatter plots [CLNL87] are a representative example
of a point grouping approach. They represent hexagon-shaped
bins whose size depends on the enclosed number of observations.
Dupont and Plummer [DP03] emphasize that hexagonal bins are
more densely packed and reduce disruptive horizontal and vertical
artifacts which could arise from square bins. A hybrid approach
visualizing density estimations through binning as well as individual data points are Varebi plots [HMS97]. They prevent occlusions
using overplotting indices per bin depending on the glyph shape,
screen size, and data distribution. Another example are sunflower
plots [CM84], a combination of hexagonal bins and sunflowerlike glyphs where the total number of flower petals corresponds
to the number of binned data points. To summarize even larger
numbers of elements, the background color of each bin can indicate a multiplication factor for the petals [DP03]. The main disadvantage of binning approaches is the actual displacement and
distortion of the underlying density locations [DWA10]. Another
disadvantage of quantizing density through aggregated bins is the
absence of perceptually smooth contours. Therefore, Mayorga and
Gleicher [MG13] introduced Splatterplots. They combine smooth
© 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: Overview of currently well-established visualization techniques for bivariate data, which lay the foundation for our sunspot
plots: (a) Classical scatter plots that can be improved using (b) alpha blending. (c) A visualization of a KDE using a continuous heat
map representing the foundation of (d) sunspot plots depicting density information and singular data points (e) including the possibility to
emphasize local variations using additional illumination cues.

polygonal shapes enclosing dense regions, color blending for interrelations, and the explicit representation of subsampled outliers.
Unfortunately, color blending could degenerate and synthesize new
colors that are difficult to interpret. In contrast to color blending, we
want to emphasize the perception of shape from shading [Ram88]
as a possible alternative. In our study, we therefore examined how
typical tasks performed with scatter plots are affected by shading.
Similar to Splatterplots, we use an on-the-fly KDE. Point aggregation based on KDE has proven to be a solid and elegant approach which neither destroys the layout of the underlying data
nor limits the number of data points. It is therefore used in many
related applications, for example, density-based node aggregation
used for large graphs [ZBDS12], visualization of graphs as continuous fields [vd03], visualization of high-density flows of streaming points [LBH18], or the emphasis on edges using line kernels [DLH11]. KDE is therefore not only a popular tool in statistics
but also applicable in visualization.
Point Position: Design decisions regarding point position include rearranging or reprojecting the spatial position of individual
points, reducing data through subsampling, or visualizing temporal
changes as animations [CEJ∗ 18, MM18]. Unfortunately, the time
required to play an animation increases with the number of overlapping samples and it may be necessary to play the animation
multiple times. Furthermore, Carr et al. [CLNL87] highlight that
animation can help in detecting changes, but often visualizations of
density differences are sufficient.
Another possible approach to prevent overplotting is through
subsampling, in order to reduce the total number of underlying
data points. A detailed analysis of clutter reduction techniques including subsampling is presented by Ellis and Dix [ED07]. Simple random sampling [ED02, DE02], for example, does not require any prior knowledge of the data set but can be disadvantageous since local or global trends may disappear, sampling artifacts could be introduced, or important outliers may not be preserved. More advanced approaches are adaptive or stochastic subsampling [CCM∗ 14, BS06]. These approaches aim to reduce the
density in highly occluded regions while preventing further decrease in density of sparse regions, which would result in information loss. Examples are best uniform sampling and non-uniform
sampling [BS06] which are both based on perceptual user studies,
and multi-class sampling [CCM∗ 14, CGZ∗ 19] that preserves point
© 2020 The Author(s)
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distributions. Ellis et al. [EBD05] present a user-controlled sampling lens enabling different sampling rates inside and outside the
lens. We consider such focus+context functionality to be complementary and provide this functionality through an optional magic
lens in our visualization. Figure 2c shows the result of a KDE visualized using a continuous heat map, and Figures 2d and 2e depict
sunspot plots, without and with illumination cues, respectively.
Other possible approaches to reduce overplotting are displacement techniques [KH98,Kei00,RGE19]. Their advantage is that all
individual points remain visible to the user. An example is circular pixel placement [KHD∗ 09]. In case of an occlusion, the circular region around a data point’s pixel position is searched and
subsequently changed to the next free pixel closest to the original position. This approach has been further developed by Janetzko et al. [JHM∗ 13] who introduced ellipsoid point placement. It
performs an initial clustering and principal component analysis to
generate ellipses whose orientation and aspect ratio visualize the
local correlation of the data. Another possibility is adding jitter or
marginal random noise [CCKT83, TGC03]. Instead of placing data
points exactly above each other, minimal variations along the x and
y axes are added. Disadvantages of these displacement techniques
are the still limited number of available pixels on screen and the falsification of the original point positions which may obscure important data properties. Additionally, arbitrary visual patterns independent of the data, e.g., merging circular structures, are introduced.
Filtering operations [TGC94, BCLC97] aim to reduce the underlying data to the most relevant, meaningful, or significant selections through user input. Filtering already requires a certain basic knowledge of the data, thus is not suitable for untrained users.
A representative example is the magic lens filter [SFB94]. Similarly, distortion techniques, such as zooming operations (uniform)
or fish-eye views [BGR06] (non-uniform), allow decluttering and a
focus on interesting data regions. Tominski et al. [TGK∗ 17] provide
a detailed survey of visualization techniques using lenses. Carpendale et al. [CCF95] emphasize the importance of informing the user
about the spatial distortion, for example, by using superimposed
grid lines or adequate shading techniques. Similar to filtering, these
techniques are user-dependent and therefore particularly affect inexperienced or untrained users. This is why we prefer either automatic scatter plot designs [MPOW17] or visualizations with generally chosen parameters applicable to various use cases.
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Figure 3: Overview of our visualization system pipeline: Initially, we compute a discrete and a continuous representation of the data.
Subsequently, both representations are composed into a unified visualization emphasizing continuous and discrete phenomena.

Finally, we want to discuss multidimensional approaches. Dang
et al. [DWA10] present stacked plots, a three-dimensional visualization approach that stacks data points in case of occlusions. Unfortunately, adding a third dimension introduces further problems
such as occlusions depending on the viewing direction, perspective distortions, and difficulties in interpreting size and distance
which may require additional user interaction. A multidimensional
focus+context approach is presented by Staib et al. [SGG16]. They
introduce implicit filtering through continuous depth-of-field techniques. Bachthaler and Weiskopf [BW08, BW09] present continuous scatter plots, a parameter-free continuous density plot that is
capable of visualizing multidimensional input data defined on continuous domains. Similar to our approach, continuous density plots
scale well with increasing data size, preventing problems with overplotting, but do not preserve the discrete data properties in sparse
regions. Lastly, we would like to draw attention to the inspirational
work of Sprenger et al. [SBG00], which demonstrated the usefulness of hierarchical clustering with the help of implicit surfaces,
and the work of van Wijk and Telea [vT01], which enriched visualizations of scalar functions of two variables by adding ridges.
3. Sunspot Plots
Overplotting is a typical problem of scatter plots even when displaying only moderate amounts of data, as shown in Figures 1a and
2a. A common strategy to increase the readability of scatter plots
is opacity reduction of individual points. We show results of this
strategy in Figure 2b – although some parts of the data are depicted
clearer, overplotting is still present. Frequency-based visualization
techniques are a common solution for large scattered data sets. Typically, density distributions are conveyed via heatmaps [SG18]. As
shown in Figure 2c, these are not very well suited to depict small
variations or outliers. Since the applied color has a strong influence
on the perceived change of the density function, it is important to
choose a perceptually uniform color map such as Plasma [Hun07].
The goal of our approach is to support the exploration of bivariate scattered data by providing the best suited visual encoding
depending on the local data density. We furthermore aimed for a
technique that can be easily integrated into already existing visualization systems. One key aspect of our technique is an importance function α that regulates a smooth transition between a dis-

crete encoding in sparse regions and a density-based surface encoding in data-rich regions. Figure 3 shows a general overview of our
method. We simultaneously interpret the data set as a discrete and
a continuous phenomenon. The discrete aspects are depicted via
a conventional scatter plot. In order to capture the continuous aspects of the data, we interpret the underlying data distribution as a
two-dimensional field that we approximate through a model. While
there are countless models to approximate the data distribution, we
use an on-the-fly KDE to achieve interactive performance. In the
final step of our pipeline, the discrete and continuous models are
blended based on the importance function α. In the following, we
provide a detailed description of our approach.
3.1. Kernel Density Estimation
Bivariate data points can often be seen as samples of a continuous
phenomenon, i.e., a probability density function (PDF). Assuming
the data is described through a PDF, the data distribution can be
modeled through kernel density estimation (KDE). KDE is a nonparametric approach to approximate the PDF from a finite number of samples, where the PDF model fˆ(x) at point x is computed
through addition of kernels at the positions of each data sample:
1 n  x − xi 
fˆh (x) =
(1)
∑K h
nh i=1
(
1, if |u| ≤ 1
Kdisc (u) =
(2)
0, otherwise

2
√ 1
−u
e 2σ2 , if |u| ≤ 1
2
2πσ
(3)
Kcont, σ (u) =
0,
otherwise
wherein K is the kernel function, h is the kernel bandwidth, n is
the number of the individual samples xi , and σ defines the width
of the Gaussian kernel. Silverman’s rule of thumb [Sil86] suggests
a globally optimized bandwidth parameter h, but due to the strong
data and task dependency, we nevertheless allow h as well as σ to
be adjusted by the user. In addition, it is possible to have different bandwidths h for Kdisc and Kcont . Naturally, the properties of
the reconstructed PDF highly depend on the kernel chosen. Conventional scatter plots, for example, can be seen as reconstructed
models using discrete kernels with constant intensity, as sketched
© 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 4: (a) Smooth surface representations are well suited to depict the general data distribution, but badly suited to depict single data
points. (b) Discrete encodings are opportune for the visualization of singular data samples but can reach an opacity threshold and exhibit
overplotting. (c) We utilize the strength of both approaches to convey the data probability function in dense and sparse regions.

Figure 5: The aggregation level of sunspot plots automatically adapts to the zoom level. From left to right we zoom into the highlighted
areas. It can be seen that the aggregation becomes more and more detailed as the zoom level increases.

in Equation 2. Smooth kernels, on the other hand, create continuous surfaces that are well suited to describe patterns in the data distribution. The normal distribution function, as described in Equation 3, is a common choice for a continuous kernel. As we illustrate in Figure 4, not all kernels are equally suited for all data
distributions. Smooth kernels, such as normal distribution kernels,
are better suited to reconstruct the data distribution within dense
data regions [MG13]. On the other hand, discrete kernels are well
suited for low density areas, as they are better able to convey outliers and their position than continuous representations. In our approach, we aim to reduce the visual complexity of the visualization
by smoothly changing the kernel choice based on the local data
complexity instead of adapting the bandwidth. In contrast to Splatterplots [MG13], we do not make a strict separation between the
discrete and aggregated data interpretation. Instead, sunspot plots
smoothly blend between the continuous and discrete representation based on an importance function α. There are various possible
candidates for such an importance function. To reduce the computational complexity, we construct α by normalizing the already
computed PDF fˆ at point x as:
α(x) =

fˆ(x)

.
ˆ
max f (t) | t ∈ R − min fˆ(t) | t ∈ R


(4)

As a result, α can be directly used as opacity while blending. This
way, dense regions are aggregated to a continuous representation,
while regions with low density are depicted through a discrete representation. The typical exploration of dense scatter plots requires
panning and zooming in image space. When zooming, the ratio between the data samples and available image space changes. Our ap© 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum © 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

proach inherently accounts for this by fixing the kernel bandwidth
within the image space. Hence, we smoothly transition the visual
encoding from a surface representation to a discrete plot. An example of how the aggregation becomes more detailed as we zoom in
on the data is shown in Figure 5.
3.2. Surface Properties
As mentioned earlier, the probability density function over a twodimensional field can be naturally interpreted as a surface. The field
of computer graphics has a long tradition in effectively rendering
three-dimensional surfaces. It is therefore reasonable to investigate
well-established techniques for truthful and easy-to-understand
surface representations. Already in 1950, Gibson [Gib50] discussed
aspects that affect our shape perception of surfaces. These attributes
have a direct relationship to data properties captured with a PDF:
Distance to surface relates directly to the surface height, i.e.,
absolute values of the probability density function. When using surface representations for bivariate data, a color encoding is the most
effective way to convey absolute function values [TSW∗ 07].
Quality and orientation of slant, or slope, corresponds to
changes of the PDF. Gibson [Gib50] furthermore mentions the
shape at a given slant, i.e., the curvature of the surface, as an important visual cue. The curvature depicts the second derivative of the
PDF. Both, the slope and curvature, are conveyed effectively using
the Phong illumination model [Pho75].
Impression of contours arises when surface parts are separated
from each other or when surface areas are not well accessible to
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light. The nature of the PDF does not allow for discontinuity of surfaces, therefore we only need to account for surface accessibility.
A measure that is equivalent to surface accessibility is the measure
of ambient obscurance, which is the amount of ambient light that
is stopped from reaching a point. Ambient obscurance, first introduced by Zhukov et al. [ZIK98], is a technique for natural-looking
lighting effects with a small fraction of computational costs, compared to global illumination. In other words – obscurance measures,
for each point on the surface, the degree to which its hemisphere is
obscured by neighboring surfaces. In this paper we use scalable
ambient obscurance, introduced by McGuire et al. [MML12], to
efficiently approximate the ambient obscurance of the surface.
Naturally, illumination affects the colors of the rendered surface,
with slightly darker colors in shadow regions and brighter colors in
areas facing light. However, since the human perceptual system is
processing global structures and not only the local color information, as for example shown by the Adelson’s Checker-Shadow Illusion [TM19], we postulate that using shading with sunspot plots
will not have a negative effect on the perception of the surface properties, but might even yield an advantage over solely color-based
sunspot plots. This assumption and other hypotheses were tested in
an extensive user study which is described in detail in Section 6.
3.3. Blending Function
As already mentioned, color is the most effective way to convey
the surface height or, in our case, the absolute PDF values. To emphasise the discrete nature in sparser regions, the discrete kernel is
using a constant color. A natural question that arises when combining two visual stimuli is the choice of the blending function. Following the reasoning of the importance function α, as sketched in
Equation 4, we blend the two stimuli using the Porter-Duff [PD84]
over operator. The blending of A over B is defined as follows:
C=

1
(α A + (1 − αA ) αB B)
αC A

αC = αA + (1 − αA ) αB

(5)
(6)

wherein C is the final pixel color, A the continuous, and B the discrete stimuli. In our case, αA corresponds to the importance function α as computed from the normalized PDF and αB can be considered as constant value 1. The background color can be chosen
arbitrarily, but should preferably be either a neutral color, such as
white, or the color depicting the lowest value in the density plot.
We chose the lowest density value for all of the Figures shown in
this paper.
4. Implementation
Our aim was to implement sunspot plots as interactively as possible, allowing the user to adjust individual parameters, such as the
bandwidth h or the width of the Gaussian kernel σ, in real-time. The
underlying data should thus be easy to explore and interpret. In order to achieve this, the presented approach was implemented as a
framework based on C++ and OpenGL. Apart from the most necessary operations, such as loading and processing comma-separated
values (CSV) files as input, all calculations were written in GLSL

and performed in parallel on the GPU. An imported CSV file represents a table of data values from which the user can select two
columns. This selection is done using ImGui [Cor19], a graphical
user interface (GUI). These columns are then mapped to the x and
y axis. In addition, the GUI provides sliders to dynamically adjust
parameters such as opacity of the surface model, scale of the samples, or the used bandwidth of the KDE. The visualization is then
immediately updated and provides visual feedback based on the
changed parameters. This allows the user to analyze diverse data
sets and generate expressive visualizations. In the following, we
will present our implementation consisting of four render passes.
First render pass: We start our visualization pipeline by rendering a scatter plot using the discrete kernel Kdisc . Therefore, all scattered points are positioned according to their x and y coordinates,
scaled and colored depending on user settings. While rendering
each point, we additionally perform an implicit opacity modulation
using an additive blend function. To prevent rasterization artifacts
while splatting, we further perform anti-aliasing by smoothly fading out the outlines of the sample points.
(Optional) Pilot KDE: This optional computation is performed
only if the user prefers an adaptive KDE with local bandwidth
instead of a KDE with constant global bandwidth. In case of an
adaptive KDE, a comparably smaller kernel is used in regions with
higher density than in sparser regions. This adaptability requires a
pilot KDE with constant bandwidth which can be used to adapt the
kernel depending on the estimated density from the pilot study.
Second render pass: This render pass performs the continuous
(adaptive) KDE, which is similar to the computation from the first
render pass. They differ, however, in that now the radii of the points
are increased. This is necessary for a smooth evaluation of Kcont . As
usual, the increased radii represent the bounding geometry of the
Gaussian kernels for a fixed cutoff value where their contribution
is considered to be zero. Next, the density function is evaluated per
pixel. Again we use additive blending, but this time to sum up the
density contributions of individual fragments.
Third render pass: Based on the results of the second render
pass, we now calculate the actual surface model. Here we take
advantage of the fact that the height of the surface directly corresponds to the accumulated density values. During this rendering
stage, we additionally store the minimum and maximum values of
the calculated PDF which is necessary for its normalization.
Fourth render pass: Here we apply the perceptually uniform
Plasma color map from Matplotlib [Hun07] to the calculated density range and blend it with the scatter plot using the above described blending and importance function. Optionally, local Phong
illumination [Pho75] and ambient occlusion [MML12] can be additionally applied. When using illumination, a single point light
is positioned "top-left" according to the recommendations from
Wambecke et al. [WVBT16] using an azimuth of 120◦ , elevation
of 45◦ , and the five-fold distance of the diameter of the object in
the center.
We plan to make our stand-alone framework available to the
community under a permissive license to allow for extensions and
to simplify the integration into existing applications.
© 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 6: Scatter plot of the 2014 Boston Marathon including a
red trend line of degree four, calculated using the method of least
squares. Notice the clearly different point distribution and trend of
the last starter wave, beginning with the bib number 27,000.

Figure 7: Example of a sunspot plot that indirectly approximates
the best fit polynomial visible as ridge line between bib number 0
and 25,000, and a race time between 2 and 5 hours.

5.2. World Cities
5. Usage Examples
In this section, we demonstrate the strength of sunspot plots based
on three real-world data sets from different scientific fields, illustrating the applicability of our approach for large data sets with
varying data density. All examples show possibilities of how global
trends or clusters and individual points or outliers can be explored. For an easier comparison, we again used the Plasma color
map [Hun07] in all our examples.

As second example, we will analyze a data set obtained from the
GeoNames database [Bou19]. This data set contains the geo-spatial
locations of cities with more than 500 inhabitants worldwide accounting for 189,280 entries in total. The geo-spatial information
can be used to explore the agglomerations of cities and identify areas that may require infrastructure extension or reveal environmental conditions that influence the cities’ development, such as mountain chains or valleys. In the following, we will focus on insights
that can be revealed using sunspot plots. Figure 8 shows a close-up
of central Europe including several highlighting structures.

5.1. Boston Marathon
As our first example, we will analyze the 2014 Boston Marathon
data set [Mil20] including the results of approximately 32,000 participants. A classical scatter plot using alpha blending including a
polynomial trend line is shown in Figure 6. The x-axis of the plot
encodes the unique bib number, which is assigned to each participant depending on the qualification time. The faster he or she was,
the lower the number and the earlier the marathon starting time. The
y-axis encodes the total time in hours that the participant needed to
finish the complete marathon.
Next, we will visualize the same data set using sunspot plots. The
result is shown in Figure 7. Similar to scatter plots but in contrast
to classical heatmaps alone, individual sample points from sparse
regions are preserved. An essential example is the group of runners with the lowest bib numbers and a race time between 1 and 2
hours. These are the participants of the wheelchair race including
the South African participant Ernst F. Van Dyk who won the race
with a time of 1:20:36. In this example, sunspot plots indirectly
show the approximation of the non-linear trend using their density
encoding. Comparing Figure 6 and Figure 7, it becomes visible that
sunspot plots clearly show that the trend can be well approximated
between a bib number of 0 and 27,000 but is only fuzzy and less
meaningful between 27,000 and 36,000.
© 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 8: Geo-spatial data of cities with more than 500 inhabitants
in Europe. We have annotated a typical use case of a magic lens (a),
densely populated metropolitan areas (b), and examples of sparse
features (c) which are all discussed in detail in Section 5.2.
Next, we will discuss the highlighted examples from Figure 8.
Annotated by (a), a practical use case of the magic lens becomes
apparent, revealing the exact catchment areas and suburbs of Paris.
It uncovers inhabited areas and the resulting large-scale road networks in northern France. At letter (b), we can observe larger clusters around Frankfurt, Zurich, and Milan. It simultaneously shows
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Figure 9: Visualization of the t-SNE result of handwritten digits
using sunspot plots. We have additionally annotated the implicitly
created clusters with the correspronding numbers from 0 to 9.

that the cluster around Frankfurt is more widely populated than the
concentrated area around Zurich. Because of the Alps, the area between Switzerland and Italy is only sparsely populated. The ridgelike cluster in Italy is particularly elongated and extends from Turin
in the west to Venice in the east. The two arrows from letter (c)
point to the largest cities in Lithuania, Vilnius and Kaunas. Both
are, in contrast to pure density encoding, clearly visible although
the surrounding country is evenly but very sparsely populated.

Figure 10: Overview of three different visualization techniques:
(left) a heat map that neglects individual samples, (middle) naive
blending of heat map and scatter plot where overplotting hides the
actual density encoding, and (right) a scatter plot alone which complicates the detection of cluster centers.

with dense scatter plots, overplotting, and density estimations. We
compared well-established techniques like scatter plots using common opacity modulation or color encoding, continuous heatmaps,
and our approach in a regular and an illuminated alternative. In total, we analyzed five different visualization stimuli, as shown in
Figure 11. The used questionnaires and data collected during the
study are included as supplemental material.

5.3. t-SNE of Handwritten Digits

6.1. Hypotheses

As third example, we will analyze the test set of the MINST
database of handwritten digits [LCCJ20]. It contains 10,000 28by-28 grayscale images of labels from 0 to 9. After an initial dimensional reduction from originally 784 to 50 dimensions, using a
principal component analysis (PCA), their dimensions are further
reduced to two using the t-SNE Barnes-Hut algorithm. The resulting sunspot plot of similar point clusters is shown in Figure 9.

We utilize the classical scatter plot with alpha blending as base line
for density encoding visualizations. One could argue that the easiest way to encode density would be to color individual sample
points by their specific density value. Sarikaya and Gleicher [SG18]
suggest that point encodings, as in colored scatter plots, would
not improve density comparison tasks. Another approach would be
point grouping as in continuous heatmaps. According to Sarikaya
and Gleicher [SG18], this would improve the perception of density values and hence support comparisons. We therefore use colored scatter plots to gather empirical evidence for the statement
that point groupings provide better support than point encodings.
Point groupings, however, hide individual sample points. Since
sunspot plots combine scatter plots and heatmaps, we aim to examine whether the blending of discrete points and a continuous
heatmap introduces drawbacks in density estimation tasks. Finally,
we aim to investigate if the introduction of illumination improves
the perception of surface properties or if it leads to undesired side
effects. We therefore state the following hypotheses:

In the following, we want to justify our design decisions by investigating how sunspot plots from Figure 9 would change if one
were to naively blend the computed heat map with a scatter plot.
This comparison including a heat map and scatter plot alone is
shown in Figure 10. It seems that there are already occlusions that
complicate the interpretation although this data set is comparatively
small. It is no longer possible to perceive the density of regions that
contain sample points, but only that of regions without. It is therefore no longer possible to interpret the actual underlying data. This
negative effect would be even worse if more points were to be visualized.
6. User Study
One of the main concerns with sunspot plots is that the blending of
individual points and density representations using an importance
function might still negatively influence the user perception of absolute and relative density values. We therefore conducted a controlled user study to analyze the human visual perception dealing

H1: Density-dependent color coding of individual scatter plot
points increases the users’ accuracy of estimated density values compared to scatter plots with alpha blending alone.
H2: Sunspot plots do not perform worse than continuous heatmaps
for absolute and relative density estimations.
H3: Applying an illumination model in combination with ambient
occlusion shading to sunspot plots improves the users’ accuracy when estimating density values.
© 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 11: Overview of the five visualization stimuli used in our user study: (a) A classical scatter plot with opacity modulation to encode
overplotting. (b) A scatter plot with density-dependent color coding of individual points. (c) A smooth density representation using a continuous heatmap. (d) Sunspot plots and (e) sunspot plots including Phong illumination [Pho75] and ambient occlusion shading [MML12].
Stimuli:
Participants:
Assign
Posthoc Test
(Wilcoxon):
Compare
Posthoc Test
(Wilcoxon):

SP vs. CSP
108 (56, 52)
p = 2.81 × 10−4 *
e SP = −16
m
eCSP = −6.5
m
p=1
e SP = 50%
m
eCSP = 50%
m

CSP vs. CHM
106 (52, 54)
p = 1.15 × 10−13 *
eCSP = −6.5
m
eCHM = 1
m
p = 1.54 × 10−7 *
eCSP = 50%
m
eCHM = 83.3%
m

CHM vs. SSP
108 (54, 54)
p = 0.161
eCHM = 1
m
e SSP = 1
m
p = 0.663
eCHM = 83.3%
m
e SSP = 83.3%
m

SSP vs. SSSP
98 (54, 44)
p = 0.251
e SSP = 1
m
e SSSP = 0
m
p = 0.104
e SSP = 83.3%
m
e SSSP = 66.6%
m

CHM vs. SSSP
98 (54, 44)
p = 0.014 *
eCHM = 1
m
e SSSP = 0
m
p = 0.271
eCHM = 83.3%
m
e SSSP = 66.6%
m

Table 1: Pairwise comparison of the study results of the assign task as well as the compare task using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. Stimuli
names with superior performance in pairwise comparisons are shown in bold and significant p-values are marked with an asterisk (*).

6.2. Experiment Design and Tasks
We designed an experiment in which participants are shown images
of a given visualization technique and asked to answer one question regarding the data density per image. The study tested one independent variable, the visualization type, with five levels: scatter
plot (SP), colored scatter plot (CSP), continuous heat map (CHM),
sunspot plot (SSP), and shaded sunspot plot (SSSP). We followed
a between-subject design to avoid a learning bias by assigning one
visualization type to each participant.
The study consisted of two analysis tasks: assign and compare.
We adhered to Sarikaya and Gleicher’s list of abstracted analysis
tasks [SG18] that are performed on scatter plots and considered one
task from each of their defined task types as most relevant:
• object-centric: task 4 - object comparison
• browsing: task 5 - explore neighborhood
• aggregate-level: task 11 - density comparison
In the assign task, users had to estimate the density value from
the bounded interval [0,100] in a highlighted region within the visualization. The correct value was computed using regular KDE,
where a value of 100 corresponds to the densest point in the data
and 0 to the sparsest. The error was computed as the difference between the participant’s answer and the averaged per-pixel density
within the highlighted region. In the comparison task, we highlighted three regions (A,B,C) and asked users which region contains either the highest or lowest density. Possible answers were A,
B, C, and all three regions had the same density. We assured the participants that there was exactly one correct solution. The answers
were therefore evaluated as a binary, correct or wrong.
© 2020 The Author(s)
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Each participant was asked 12 questions, 6 per task type, each
showing an image of a defined visualization type applied to a different data set. In order to minimize data bias, we selected a total
of 84 data sets with varying densities from recent publications by
Abbas et al. [AASB19] and Aupetit et al. [ASAB19], analyzing
cluster patterns in scatter plots. In each data set we highlighted 4
different sets of density regions, 2 per task type, leading to a total of 336 images per visualization type. Each participant saw 12
of these images (2 each of sparse, moderately sparse, and dense
data set in each of the two tasks). This ensures that on average, all
data sets are displayed with similar frequency throughout the study.
We randomized both the order of tasks and the order of questions
within each task block to reduce potential learning effects. Participants provided answers via numeric text entry, had no time limit,
and were told to come up with their best estimate. To assess the user
performance we computed the average error for the assign task and
the average percentage of correct answers for the compare task.

6.3. Participants and Procedure
The experiment was performed as an online user study using Amazon Mechanical Turk. We assigned 70 participants per visualization
type resulting in a total of 350 participants, of which 260 (SP: 56,
CSP: 52, CHM: 54, SSP: 54, and SSSP: 44) passed the attention
checks. Participants (169 male, 90 female, and 1 with no answer)
ranged from 18 to 68 years. We determined whether participants
were wearing glasses (167 without glasses, 92 with glasses, and 1
with no answer) or were suffering from color vision deficiencies
(245 without deficiencies, 8 reporting a deficiency, 6 reported that
they do not know, and 1 with no answer).
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At the beginning of the study, users saw a set of instructions
based on their assigned visualization type. Next, they had to carry
out two different task blocks (assign, compare), each consisting of
1 example, 1 practice trial, and 6 questions. When answering the
practice trial, users were shown the correct answer including an
explanation for how the answer was obtained. Each task block contained a simple attention check to filter out inattentive participants.
At the end, participants had to answer general questions about the
study and about themselves.

6.4. Study Results
We conducted a one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for each task
type revealing that the underlying data are not normally distributed
at the 5% significance level. We therefore used the Kruskal-Wallis
non-parametric test indicating that the visualization stimuli differ
significantly (assign: χ2 (4) = 171.35, p = 5.37 × 10−36 and compare: χ2 (4) = 68.64, p = 4.38 × 10−14 ). We rejected the null hypothesis assuming that all visualizations had similar effects and
conducted Wilcoxon rank sum tests for pairwise comparisons. The
detailed study results of the assign task and the compare task are
shown in Table 1. Individual significant results from both task types
were additionally highlighted.
Figure 12 displays the user error in density value estimations for
the task type assign. The results show that users of CSP made significantly less errors than users of SP. This observation aligns with
our hypothesis H1 that a color coding of scatter plots can already
improve the users’ accuracy in density estimation tasks. Interestingly, we did not detect a significant difference in the compare task.
While users of CSP performed better than users of SP, they still performed significantly worse than users of CHM in both the assign
and compare tasks. This finding confirms previous results, for example from Sarikaya and Gleicher [SG18].

We could not confirm our hypothesis H3, that the introduction
of an illumination model and ambient occlusion would improve the
users’ accuracy in estimation density values in sunspot plots. Users
of the SSP and SSSP stimuli did not perform significantly differently, neither for the assign task nor for the compare task. However,
as shown in Table 1, we saw a significant difference between users
of CHM and SSSP, showing that shaded sunspot plots can provide
a higher accuracy than continuous heatmaps for the assign task.
In summary, we can observe that blending continuous and discrete representations did not have a negative effect on the typical tasks for density-based visualizations, while having the advantage of including additional information of the individual data samples. A comparison of pure heatmaps with the illuminated sunspot
plots in the assign task showed a significant performance improvement, however this result should be taken with a grain of salt, since
no clear improvement could be observed between illuminated and
non-illuminated sunspot plots. Hence, for the basic tasks we considered in this study, we can conclude that additional illumination
likely does not provide substantial benefits, but we could not find
evidence that it was harmful, either. An interesting topic for further
investigation is whether this holds true for other types of tasks, e.g.,
ones that relate to patterns or high-frequency variations in density.
7. Performance
The following performance measurements were conducted on a
desktop computer equipped with an Intel Core i7-8700K CPU
(3.7 Ghz), 16 GB RAM, an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 graphics
card with 8 GB of texture memory, and Windows 10 Home 64-bit
as operating system. In total, we analyzed nine data sets. Six of
them were created artificially with different sampling rates (from
1,000 to 1,000,000 points). The other three data sets correspond to
the usage examples from Section 5. During these tests, we scaled
the data sets so that their bounding box corresponded to the exact
viewport size. Data set World Cities is the only exception. Here we
zoomed in on Europe to generate a more realistic application scenario. In total, we analyzed two different viewport sizes (768x768
and 1280x1280). Table 2 shows a detailed overview of the test scenarios including the number of sample points and the average number of frames per second (avgmax
min ) per viewport.
Data Set
Artificial Data

Figure 12: Overview of the errors during the density value estimations for the assign task in all five visualization stimuli.

As shown in Table 1, we could not find a significant difference
between the user performance in CHM and SSP stimuli, neither
for the assign task nor for the compare task. This aligns with our
hypothesis H2 that sunspot plots do not perform worse than continuous heatmaps for density estimation tasks. This provides us furthermore with an indication that our visualization method can indeed utilize the individual benefits of scatter plots and continuous
heatmaps without losing the advantage in density estimations that
heatmaps provide.

World Cities
Boston Marathon
t-SNE

Points
1,000,000
200,000
100,000
50,000
10,000
1,000
189,280
31,984
10,000

Viewport

Viewport

768x768
11.5111.75
9.93
37.1837.32
36.90
55.7055.78
55.59
83.87584.22
83.48
116.35117.25
115.47
261.44266.76
257.06
34.0134.06
33.96
68.3169.06
65.52
128.01129.35
127.58

1280x1280
4.334.41
4.31
13.95
13.7213.31
21.47
21.4521.43
31.77
31.2829.28
38.12
38.0637.85
75.87
75.3074.69
13.95
13.6012.07
26.75
26.1423.13
50.03
49.1248.92

Table 2: Overview of the analyzed test scenarios including their
names, number of sample points, and the average framerate in
frames per second (avgmax
min ) using two different viewport sizes.
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8. Discussion and Limitations
We have developed sunspot plots as a flexible visualization approach for large scattered bivariate data. Although relatively
straight-forward, we are unaware of previous work that smoothly
combines discrete and continuous representations of scattered data
in this manner. Furthermore, we implemented automatic adjustment of the kernel size to the current zoom level; we also support a
non-uniform kernel computation based on the density distribution,
and allow for the use of a magic lens that shows more local details
by reducing the kernel bandwidth. Each of these three tools can be
enabled and disabled on demand. At the moment, our implementation does not support the encoding of additional properties using
color or size. Further studies are required to find out how such point
encodings affect the human perception when being blended. Additionally, sunspot plots can only be used to visualize single-class
scatter plots. In the future, multiple classes could be supported by
blending multiple surfaces, each representing a specific class. Similarly, it must be investigated how sunspot plots behave in combination with other visualizations. For example when used as overlay,
especially because sunspot plots are already the result of a blending
operation.
Throughout the whole paper, we have used the blending function
described in Equation 5. We found that this blending function does
not only provide a sensible transition between dense and sparse
regions, but also results in most readable visualizations. We also
experimented with other blending functions, such as curvature or
normal-orientation based blending. However, we found that these
functions were less predictable, and that the intuitive interpretation
of distance-based blending is most advantageous.
When using frequency-based methods, the visual quality of the
result is highly dependent on kernel properties such as shape and
size. We therefore allow users to dynamically adjust these parameters to change the degree of aggregation of the data samples. This
can lead to different visualization results within the same data set.
However, this is a drawback of all frequency-based methods. In
our current implementation, we therefore provide a preset of kernel
properties that were derived through empirical trials.
In our experiments, we found that sunspot plots are scalable in
terms of data size and most effective for data with high sample
density including global and local density variations. Data sets containing only sparse samples are well represented with conventional
scatter plots, whereas dense data containing only global variations
can be depicted effectively with frequency-based approaches. The
same applies to uniformly sampled data sets since sunspot plots
will then not encode additional information.
Although illumination of sunspot plots was not shown to significantly improve the assessment of the density information, there
might be other tasks that would benefit of an illumination model
which were not evaluated in our user study. In our personal and
anecdotal experience, illumination did improve the perception of
local density variations, where high-frequency changes in local
density tend to manifest themselves as rough vs. smooth surface
appearance. However, such differences were not captured in our
experiment, as they do not correspond to the most typical tasks in
scatter plots, and yet need to be confirmed through further empirical studies covering a wider set of tasks.
© 2020 The Author(s)
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Finally, our current GPU-based implementation is capable of
rendering several thousands of data samples in real-time. If one
were to visualize even larger data sets, for example several millions
of sample points, the frame rate would no longer be interactive.
To be able to process such large amounts of data, additional preprocessing steps such as subsampling would be required.
9. Conclusion
We have presented sunspot plots, a visualization approach for
dense scattered bivariate data. Sunspot plots allow a smooth transition between discrete and continuous data representations based
on the local sample density in the image space. As such, sunspot
plots alleviate the common drawbacks of discrete and continuous
frequency-based visualization approaches for scattered data. The
smooth blending between the discrete and continuous representations enables the visualization of main trends in dense areas while
still preserving outliers in sparse regions. We have demonstrated
that our technique is able to handle various data sets while still allowing for interactive exploration. Finally, we have evaluated the
effectiveness of our approach in a user study, indicating that blending discrete and continuous information does not impair the estimation of densities while providing additional information of individual data points.
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